Vizio sound bar wiring diagram

This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for
accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more This
wikiHow teaches you how to set up a Vizio sound bar, and connect it to a TV set. You can use a
variety of cables including a digital optical cable, coaxial cable, or an RCA cable, but HDMI is
usually recommended as the best option. Some sound bars may also have a Bluetooth pairing
feature, and allow you to set up a wireless connection. Unpack your Vizio sound bar. Connect
your sound bar to power. Try a Bluetooth connection optional. Place the sound bar close to the
ear level. Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article
Summary. Method 1 of Unpack your Vizio soundbar. Take your sound bar out of its original
packaging, and make sure you have all the cables, screws, mounts, and manuals in the
package. This will allow you to safely plug the cable into your TV and your soundbar. Make sure
you have the right cable for your connection type here. There are usually plastic doors covering
the optical port to keep the dust out. Make sure the cable snaps in firmly and connected. This
should be the same port as the one on the back of your TV. Make sure your soundbar is
powered on. Connect your soundbar to a power outlet with the power cable, and press the
Power button to turn it on. Select the correct input method with your soundbar remote. Press
the menu key on your soundbar remote. Select Audio on the menu. This will open your
soundbar's audio settings. Toggle the TV Speakers setting to Off. Select the TV Speakers option
with your remote, and use the arrow keys on the remote to toggle it off. This will prevent echo
effect from multiple sound sources. Select this option on the Audio menu, and use the arrow
keys on the remote to switch it to a different setting. Method 2 of Find the red-and-white RCA
audio cable. You can use this cable to set up an analog sound connection. This port should
feature two red and white connectors labeled Audio Out on your TV. Connect the red and white
cables to the respective ports on your TV. Make sure the red end of your RCA cable is plugged
into the red port, and the white end into the white. This should establish an analog sound
connection between your TV and your soundbar. Select "AUX" as your input method with your
soundbar remote. Press the Input button on the soundbar remote, and use the arrow keys to
select AUX. You can switch between these two settings depending on your personal preference.
If you select Variable , the volume on your soundbar will automatically go up and down when
you adjust your TV volume. If you select Fixed , your soundbar volume will be controlled by
your soundbar itself. Method 3 of This will allow you to set up your sound connection via HDMI.
Connect the power cable to the Power port on the back of your sound bar, and plug the cable
into a power outlet. Select "HDMI" as your input method with your soundbar remote. Method 4
of Press and hold the Bluetooth button on the side of your soundbar. This will put your
soundbar in Bluetooth pairing mode. Alternatively, you can press the Bluetooth button on your
remote. Make sure your TV's Bluetooth is turned on and discoverable. You will have to use your
TV's Bluetooth menu to pair it with your soundbar. Select your soundbar in your smart TV's
Bluetooth pairing menu. The Bluetooth pairing menu may slightly vary between different TVs,
but you will usually only need to select your soundbar on your TV's Bluetooth discovery list.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. If you're not sure
about the ports on the back of your TV, make sure to check your TV's official manual or user
guide before proceeding. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Position your soundbar close to the ear level.
For the best surround sound experience, place your sound bar below your TV near the ear level.
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us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! When it comes to getting better sound for TV
viewing, the soundbar option is a definite favorite. Soundbars save space, reduce speaker and
wire clutter, and are less hassle to set up than a full-on home theater audio system. However,
soundbars aren't just for TV viewing. If you are considering a soundbar , the following tips will
guide you through installation, setup, and use. Soundbars can be used with televisions from a

variety of manufacturers including, but not limited to, those made by LG, Samsung, Panasonic,
Sony, and Vizio. If your TV is on a stand, table, shelf, or cabinet, a soundbar can be placed just
below the TV. This is ideal since the sound will come from where you're already looking. You'll
need to measure the height of the soundbar versus the vertical space between the stand and
the bottom of the TV to make sure the soundbar doesn't block the screen. If putting a soundbar
on a shelf inside a cabinet, place it as forward as possible so that sound directed to the sides is
not obstructed. If the soundbar features Dolby Atmos , DTS:X , or DTS Virtual:X , audio
capability, placing within a cabinet shelf is not desirable as the soundbar needs to project
sound vertically for overhead surround sound effects. Most soundbars can be wall-mounted. A
soundbar can be placed under or above a wall-mounted TV. It is best to mount it under the TV
as the sound is better directed to the listener. If the soundbar does not come with wall mounting
hardware or a template, check the user guide for more on what you need, and if the
manufacturer offers the items as optional purchases. Unlike the photo examples above it's best
to not obstruct the front or sides of the soundbar with decorative items. Once the soundbar is
placed, you need to connect your TV and other components. In the case of wall mounting, make
the connections before permanently mounting the soundbar. Shown above are connections you
may find on a basic soundbar. The position and labeling may vary. From left to right are Digital
Optical, Digital Coaxial , and Analog Stereo connections, with their corresponding cable types.
The digital optical connection is best for sending audio from the TV to the soundbar. If you find
that the TV does not have this connection, you can use the analog stereo connections if the TV
provides that option. If the TV has both, it is your choice. Once you have your TV connected,
make sure it can send audio signals to the soundbar. You may also have the choice of choosing
digital optical or analog this may be detected automatically depending on which is connected.
Ordinarily, you only need to make the external speaker setting once. If you decide not to use the
soundbar for watching certain content, you need to turn the TV's internal speakers back on,
then back off when using the soundbar again. The digital coaxial connection can be used for a
Blu-ray Disc , DVD player , or another audio source that has this option available. If your source
devices do not have this option, they will most likely have a digital optical or analog option. One
other connection that you may find on a basic soundbar, that is not shown in the photo, is a 3.
However, you can still connect standard audio sources via an RCA-to-mini-jack adapter that you
can purchase. In addition to the digital optical, digital coaxial, and analog stereo audio
connections, a higher-end soundbar may provide the following options. HDMI reduces clutter
between the soundbar and the TV as you do not have to connect separate cables to the TV for
video and the soundbar for audio from external source devices. This means that you don't have
to connect a separate audio cable from the TV to the soundbar. Consult your TV and soundbar
user guides if needed, as accessing the setup menus for this feature may vary from
brand-to-brand. Many soundbars include a subwoofer output. If your soundbar has one, you
can physically connect an external subwoofer to the soundbar to produce the added bass for a
movie listening experience. Although many soundbars come with a subwoofer, there are some
that don't but may still provide you with the option of adding one later. Also, many soundbars,
even if they provide a physical subwoofer output connection, come with a wireless subwoofer,
which reduces cable clutter further more on subwoofer installation in the next section. Another
connection included on some soundbars is an Ethernet Network port. This supports connection
to a home network that may allow access to internet music streaming services, and, in some
cases, integration of the soundbar into a multi-room music system more on this later.
Soundbars that include an Ethernet port may also provide built-in Wi-Fi, which also reduces
cable clutter. Use the option that works best for you. If your soundbar comes with a subwoofer,
or you add one, you need to find a place to put it. You want to make sure that the sub is placed
where it is both convenient near an AC power outlet and sounds best. After you place the
subwoofer and are satisfied with its bass response, you need to balance it with your soundbar
so that it is not too loud or too soft. Check your remote control for separate volume level
controls for the soundbar and the subwoofer. If so, it makes it a lot easier to get the right
balance. Also, check to see if the soundbar also has a mainvolume control. This will enable you
to raise and lower the volume of both at the same time, with the same ratio, so you don't have to
re-balance the soundbar and subwoofer every time you raise or lower the volume. There are
some soundbars mostly Vizio and Nakamichi that include both a subwoofer and surround
speakers. In these systems, the subwoofer is wireless, but the surround speakers connect to
the subwoofer via speaker cables. The soundbar produces the sound for the front left, center,
and right channels, but sends bass and surround signals wirelessly to the subwoofer. The
subwoofer routes the surround signals to the connected speakers. This eliminates wire running
from the front to the back of the room, but restricts subwoofer placement, as it needs to be near
the surround speakers. If the soundbar provides surround speakers, for best results, place

them to the sides about 10 to 20 degrees behind the listening position. They should also be a
few inches away from side walls or room corners. If the surround speakers have to connect to a
subwoofer, place the subwoofer near the back wall in the best spot for the deepest, clearest,
bass output. Once connected, you not only need to balance the subwoofer with your soundbar,
but you also need to balance the surround speakers so that they don't overwhelm the soundbar,
but are also not too soft. Check the remote control for separate surround speaker level controls.
Once set, if there is also a main volume control, you can raise and lower the volume of the
entire system without losing the balance between the soundbar, surround speakers, and
subwoofer. Another type of soundbar you might encounter is a Digital Sound Projector. What
makes this type of soundbar different is that instead of housing traditional speakers, there is a
continuous layout of "beam drivers" spread across the front surface. Due to added complexity,
extra setup is required. Digital Sound Projection requires a room where sound can be reflected
off walls. If you have a room with one, or more, open ends, a digital sound projector may not be
your best soundbar choice. Another variation on the soundbar is a Sound Base. A sound base
takes the speakers and connectivity of a soundbar and places it in a cabinet that can also
double as a platform to set a TV on top of. Placement with TVs is more limited as sound bases
work best with TVs that come with center stands. If you have a TV with end-feet they may be too
far apart to place on top of a sound base as the sound base may be narrower than the distance
between the TV's end-feet. The sound base may also be higher than the vertical height of the
lower bezel of the TV frame. If you prefer a sound base over a soundbar, make sure you take
these factors into consideration. Depending on the brand, a sound base may be labeled as an
"audio console", "sound platform", "sound pedestal", "sound plate", or "TV speaker base". One
feature that is very common in many soundbars is Bluetooth. This allows you to stream music
directly from your smartphone and other compatible devices. Some soundbars also allow you
to send audio from the soundbar to Bluetooth headsets or speakers. Another feature included
in some soundbars is wireless multi-room audio. This allows you to use the soundbar, in
conjunction with a smartphone app, to send music from connected sources or streamed from
the internet to compatible wireless speakers that may be located in other rooms in the house.
The soundbar brand determines which wireless speakers it can work with. For example, the
Sonos Playbar will only work with Sonos-compatible wireless speakers, Yamaha MusicCast
-equipped soundbars will only work with Yamaha-branded wireless speakers, Denon soundbars
will only work with Denon HEOS-branded wireless speakers , and Vizio soundbars with
SmartCast will only with SmartCast-branded speakers. Despite not being equivalent to a full
home theater setup with a receiver and multiple speakers, for many, a soundbar can provide a
satisfying TV or music listening experience â€” with the added bonus of easy setup. For those
that already have a large home theater setup, soundbars are a great solution for second room
TV viewing. When considering a soundbar, make sure you don't just look at the price, but the
installation, setup, and use options it may provide that can deliver the best possible
entertainment bang for your buck. Robert Silva. Robert Silva has written about audio, video, and
home theater topics since Robert has written for Dishinfo. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated
on December 31, Michael Barton Heine Jr. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Article
reviewed on Apr 18, Tweet Share Email. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know!
Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up.
There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. Vizio sound bars are great gadgets that
help you upgrade your TV's speakers. But, you'll need to turn to a manual for installation or
when an unexpected error occurs. That's why we've compiled a list of Vizio sound bar manuals
to make your life easier. All you have to do is select the right one and get started! It can
sometimes be difficult to find the correct instruction manual for your device, particularly for
older, discontinued models. Use the search bar below to find your specific Vizio Sound Bar
Manual. You can enter the model number, name or description. If you have a manual you would
like to list, submit it here. Or, if your model is not listed, leave a comment below. When it comes
to locating your Vizio sound bar's model number, you can rely on one of three Vizio-approved
methods. The first method involves looking for your Vizio sound bar's model number on the
side of the product's original packaging. If you've thrown away the packaging or misplaced it,
you can utilize Vizio's quick start guide. And, finally, if that's not an option either, you can look
for your sound bar's model number on the back of the device. The good thing about most if not
all Vizio sound bar user manuals is that they're pretty user-friendly. The user manuals all start
off with safety instructions, followed by a detailed table of contents ToC. However, you should
note that based on the product's features, instructions and manual layout can vary. That's why
it's essential you get a hold of the correct model number. Package Contents : This section
details all the accessories your sound bar package contains, like the sound bar itself, remote
control, power cable, etc. First-time Setup : This is the section you'll want to refer to if you're a

first time user. The instructions talk through the installation of the sound bar step-by-step along
with diagrams. Additionally, it also tells you how to configure your remote control.
Programming the Sound Bar : If you want to learn more about programming your sound bar
how to get your sound bar to accept TV remote IR commands , this is the section you can refer
to. The troubleshooting section of the Vizio user manual is pretty comprehensive, and it
includes detailed answers to the following problems:. Some Vizio sound bar manuals also list
out a FAQ section â€” where you can find answers to questions like:. Vizio has quite a stunning
range of sound bars that offer different types of capabilities. However, some of their most
popular sound bars are from the series listed below:. The Elevate Series: The Elevate series
includes only one model and is also the most reasonably-priced of Vizio's sound bars. It
features up to 18 high-performance speakers with separate tweeters and subwoofers. These
speakers are capable of providing approximately dB of distortion-free sound. However, with the
sound bars in this series, you can look forward to 11 speakers equipped with Dolby Atmos and
DTS: X for an immersive experience and dB of sound. There's also a 6-inch subwoofer for
powerful bass support. With up to 6 speakers for brilliant clarity and a powerful 5-inch sub for
bass. The speakers can deliver up to 98dB of sound and feature a Hz frequency range. These
sound bars also offer Bluetooth capability and can be connected to voice assistant devices like
Siri, Alexa, etc. William Wang introduced V Inc. The company is privately held and designs and
sells top-notch televisions and sound bars. The company name was officially changed to Vizio
Inc. On the other hand, Vizio started up on its sound bars in when it released the Home Theatre
Sound Bar. However, that didn't stop Vizio from quickly improving on their sound bar line, and
the company launched the Elevate sound bars with Atmos Dolby in I love playing around with
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â€” wiring diagram is a simplified pleasing pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal friends
amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion very nearly the relative slant and pact
of devices and terminals upon the devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A
pictorial diagram would take effect more detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram uses a more symbolic notation to draw attention to interconnections higher than brute
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make certain that
all the associates have been made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams
function the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and surviving
electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately,
where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use
all right symbols for wiring devices, usually different from those used on schematic diagrams.
The electrical symbols not forlorn conduct yourself where something is to be installed, but also
what type of device is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by
one symbol, a recessed ceiling spacious has a swing symbol, and a surface fluorescent
lighthearted has another symbol. Each type of switch has a swing fable and consequently
realize the various outlets. There are symbols that pretend the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to accept link of the residence to the public electrical supply system.
Wiring diagrams will also affix panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or new special
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